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Abstract-The new electric power technology for modern aircraft is based on variable frequency generators typically ranges 

from 360 Hz at low speed to 800 Hz at high speed. Modern aircraft electric systems, including novel electrical distribution 

architectures, network interations, protection, wring and load manageent shoud designed to operate with variable frequency 

source. aModern aircraft technology is moving toward what is known as More Electric Aircraft (MEA), this aims to increase 

the electrical power equipment rather than mechanical or hydraulic equipment. Power Electronıcs and motors drives are the 

major MEA components, these could produce aharmonics on line current with poor power factor. This paper present an 

analytical method of calculating reactive and harmonic current and using this current as a reference to feed a series active filter 

to compensate the harmonic currents generated by a nonlinear load. 

Keywords Series active power filters (APF), harmonic and reactive current, more electric aircraft (MEA), variable frequency 

source. 

 

1. Introduction 

Aircraft nonlinear load such as rectifier circuit could 

have very bad effect on the other aircraft electric systems. 

This could cause current distortion and serious problems on 

electrical equipment such as: 

1. Improper responding, interferences and degradation of 

the performance of devices or equipment. 

2. Overheating and premature aging of the electric 

devices. 

The new power electronics technology could eliminate these 

problems and make the electric system more efficient with 

high power density. 

MEA loads will be designed to operate with variable 

frequency supply, usually from 360 to 800 Hz 

approximately, although there are some electrical loads that 

may require a DC supply or a traditional fixed frequency 

supply (400 Hz). Sophisticated electrical systems are usually 

multiple voltage systems using a combination of AC and DC 

buses to power various aircraft components. Figure 1 shows 

a block diagram for aircraft power system [1.2]. Here 

depending on the type of the load, the input supply could 

feed variable frequency load, fixed frequency load or Dc 

load. However, as one essential part of the MEA electric 

systems are the AC/DC converterters  which are connected to 

a variable frequency AC bus and used to supply DC power 

for different loads. These converters are required to show 

low volume, high reliability, and low current harmonics. The 

current harmonics will cause distortion in the line impedance 

and the terminal voltage of the load will be distorted. If  

linear loads are connected to the system they will absorb the 

distorted current which could cause serious problems on the 

system. A traditional and simple method to overcome and 

solve these problems is to use passive filters; however, as it 

is well known these types of filters operates at specified 

frequency, which means many filters should be tuned to 

cancel harmonics at different frequencies. Furthermore, 

resonances can occur, and the electrical system can start to 

operate with capacitive power factor [3,4]. 

In More Electric Aircraft, the power electronics 

technology represents a challenge for aeronautical 

application, which enhances power quality problems even at 

the lowest voltage level in distribution system. In recent 

technology, active filters have been widely used in to 

improve the power quality for More Electric Aircrafts. Good 

numbers of different active filters have been designed with a 

limited emphasis on single phase system. 

This paper presents a control method for a series active 

power filter (APF) by using an analytical method of 

calculating the active and non-active and harmonics current 

and power for non-sinusoidal load current. The voltage 

injected by the series active filter is proportional to the 

harmonics and reactive components of the load current. [1,3]. 
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Fig. 1. Aircraft power system 

 

The APF must comply with the regulations and 

standards of the aircraft power system such that: 

1. The harmonics on the input current should be 

low and meet the required values. 

2. Minimizing reactive power components that 

could be achieved by high input power factor. 

3. Maximizing power density in order to minimize 

the weight. [1,2] 

However, due to the wide ranging nature of the load and 

supply frequency variation, the design of this system poses 

significant challenges. 

 

Furthermore, the choice of the hardware components 

such as semiconductors devices, capacitors, inductors and 

resistors is very important for aerospace industry.  These 

components have to be selected so that normal service 

maintenance would ensure the retention of their specified 

characteristics through the full range of operational and 

environmental conditions likely to be encountered through 

the life of the aircraft, or support facility, in which they are 

installed. [1] 

2. Power Calculation 

Instantaneous active power is defined as the rate of 

change of the transfer or utilization of the energy generation. 

It is a physical quantity and satisfies the principles of 

conservation of energy.  

Normally in the electric power system applications the 

voltage and current could be represented by: 

   ( )  √                    (1) 

A sinusoidal current given by: 

   ( )  √          (    ).        (2)                                                   

The instantaneous power is the multiplication of the 

instantaneous voltage and current signals which is divided 

into two components namely the instantaneous active power 

and the instantaneous reactive power : 

 ( )   ( ) ( )       +             (3) 

The active power is the time average of the 

instantaneous power over one periode of wave p(t): 

    
 

 
∫  ( ) ( )  
 

 
          (4)                                   

Instantounious reactive power is produced by the 

reactive components of the current and the related energy 

component oscillates between the source and the load where 

the net transfer energy to the load is zero. Furthermore 

reactive power  can be thought of as the useless power that 

causes increased line current and losses. 

When a nonlinear load is connected, the system no 

longer operates in sinusoidal condition due to the presence of 

the harmonics; in this case Fourier series is used to express 

the voltage and current [5,6,7]: 

  ( )      ∑ √  
              (   )          (5)           

  ( )      ∑ √  
            (      )          (6) 

Where,   and     represent DC value;        and          
represent RMS value for the nth harmonic and    represent 

phase between the voltage and current for the nth harmonic. 

By assuming the DC voltage and current  qauntities 

equal to zero , the average active power  is (8.9.10): 

               ∑       
 
              (    )           (7) 

The nonsinusiodal single phase periodic voltage and 

current waveforms have two distinct components, the 

fundemental components and harmonics components bear in 

mind assuming the DC quantities for both voltage and 

current are zero. 

  ( )     ( )     ( )                                      (8) 

  ( )     ( )     ( )            (9) 

              ( )   √        (  )                                 (10) 

   ( )  √         (     )                  (11) 

  ( )   ∑ √  
            (   )                 (12) 

  ( )   ∑ √  
            (      )        (13) 

In the IEEE Standard for non-sinusoidal voltage and 

current, the active power definition is the same as given in 

the equation (4) and : 

P = P1
 
+ Ph           (14) 

P11 = V1 I1  cos                    (15) 

   Ph= P - P1 = ∑       
 
              (    )        (16) 

Similarly, the reactive power can be represented: 

Q = Q1
 
+ Qh           (17) 

Fundamental reactive power : 

Q11 = V1 I1  sin             (18) 
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   Qh= Q - Q1 = ∑       
 
              (    )        (19) 

Therefore the apparent power S is the sum of the 

fundamental and non-fundamental term: 

Fundamental apparent power : 

S11 = V1 I1   = √       
     

                        (20) 

Total apparent power:  

S
2 
= ( VI)

2 
= ( V1 I1 )

2
 + ( V1 Ih )

2
 +  ( Vh I1 )

2
 + ( Vh Ih )

2
   (21) 

S
2 
=  S1

2
 +  SN

2
           (22) 

S1
2 
= ( V1 I1 )

2 
= P1

2 
+  Q          (23) 

SN
2
 = ( V1 Ih )

2
 +  ( Vh I1 )

2
 + ( Vh Ih )

2
        (24) 

As well known the total harmonic distortion for both voltage 

and current is defined as the ratio between rms value of 

harmonics to fundamental component: 

     = 
  

  
            (25) 

           = 
  

   
            (26) 

The distortion power factor due to the harmonic current is: 

DI = V1 Ih = S1(    )                       (27) 

The distortion power factor due to the harmonic voltage is: 

DV = Vh I1   = S1(    )          (28) 

Harmonic apparent power   

Sh = Vh Ih = S1(    ) (    )             (29) 

Harmonic distortion power : 

Dh = √  
      

           (30) 

Apparent power becomes  

S
2 
= ( VI)

2 
= ( S11 )

2
 + ( DI )

2
 +  ( DV ) + ( Sh )

2
           (31) 

Nonfundamental apparent power: 

  
   =  S

2 
- S1

2 
 = DI 

2
 +  DV 

2
 + Sh 

2
         (32) 

Nonactive power  : 

N =  √   –                            (33) 

The power factor of a sinusoidal AC system is equal to 

the cosine of the angle between the current and the voltage. 

This angle is called the displacement angle (power factor = 

cos  ). However, a rectifier draws a non-sinusoidal current 

from the AC system and the value cos   does not represent 

the power factor.  

  P.F = 
            

         
                   (34) 

The current contains harmonic components which result 

in an RMS value higher than the RMS value of its 

fundamental component. Thus, the power factor is less than 

the cosine of the displacement angle. 

If the supply voltage of the rectifier is considered to be 

sinusoidal and consequently the mean power is: 

                          =           cos        (35) 

Where the suffix 1 relates to the fundamental component 

of the current and    is the phase angle between the voltage 

and the fundamental component of the current. 

Therefore: 

                          P.F = 
     

    
 cos        (36) 

Where, 

     

    
   is defined as the input distortion factor, 

cos   is the input displacement factor. 

Assume the input voltage is sinusoidal and has no 

distortion and the input current, which is distorted by the 

power factor and harmonics of the load, therefore the load 

current made up with the following terms: 

   (t) =   ( )    ( )      ( )      ( )            (37)                                           

Where, 

  ( )    Dc component 

  ( )   Active current 

   ( )  Reactive current 

   ( )  Harmonic current 

Equation (37) can be simplified by combining the 

reactive and harmonic currents and by assuming the dc 

component of the load current is zero because in practice this 

current is usually small or does not exist. 

    (t) =     ( )      ( )          (38) 

The harmonic and reactive current drawn by the load is 

extracted from the load current is given by: 

    (t) =    ( )      ( )                       (39) 

By applying a low pass filter to the instantaneous load 

power  the average active power can be obtained. Hence the 

instantaneous active current is: 

    ( )  
√  

    
                   (40) 
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Combine equations (38), 39) and (40): 

        
√  

    
                  (41) 

To generate the reference current, the harmonic and 

reactive current drawn by the load is extracted from the load  

Furthermore the voltage injected by the series active filter is 

proportional to  the harmonic and reactive component of load 

current.  Therefore : 

Vrefer = K (   )          (42) 

Vrefe  is compared with the voltage injected from the 

active filter and a PI controller is used to control the PWM in 

turn control the power compensation to the load [11,12,13]. 

Figure 2 shows the APF circuit diagram and figure 3 

control strategy of the series filter. The output stage of the 

diode rectifier could be connected to a DC or to 400 Hz 

inverter (Single or 3 phase inverter). In this case the system 

will be operated as variable to constant frequency inverter. 

3. Simulation Results 

Simulation has been done at different input frequency 

and different componsation ratio.  The diode rectifier is 

connected to a resistive load, in this case the system will be 

used to feed DC load. Results are show in figures 4 to 17. İt 

can be seen with good compensation, the power factor is 

unity and THD of the input current equal to 7%, with poor 

compensation the system operates with bad power factor and 

THD of the input current is high.   The parameter values used 

for the simulation are shown in table 1. 

 

Table 1. Simulation parameters. 

RMS phase voltage 115 V 

Input inductance , L1,2,3 L = 200uH 

Dc Output capacitor Cdc = 500μF 

Active filter capacitor C = 500μF 

Load R = 1 Ω 

Compensation ratio K = 10 

Switching frequency 20  KHz 

 

 
Fig. 2. Active filter circuit. 

Fig. 3. Control strategy for the active filter. 

 Fig. 4. Simulation results for 400 Hz input voltage and k=10 

showing input voltage and current. 

Fig. 5. Simulation results for 400 Hz input voltage and k =10 

showing FFT for the input current. (THD = 7%) 

Fig. 6. Simulation results for 400 Hz input voltage and k = 5 

showing input voltage and current. 
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Fig. 7. Simulation results for 400 Hz input voltage and k = 5 

showing FFT for the input current. (THD = 11%) 

 

Fig. 8. Simulation results for 400 Hz input voltage and k = 1 

showing input voltage and current. 

Fig. 9. Simulation results for 400 Hz input voltage and k=0.5 

showing input voltage and current. 

Fig. 10. Simulation results for 400 Hz input voltage and 

k=0.1 showing input voltage and current. 

Fig. 11. Simulation results for 600 Hz input voltage and 

k=10 showing input voltage and current. 

Fig. 12. Simulation results for 600 Hz input voltage and 

k=10 showing FFT for the input current. (THD = 7%) 

Fig. 13. Simulation results for 600 Hz input voltage and k=1 

showing input voltage and current. 

Fig. 14. Simulation results for 800 Hz input voltage and 

k=10 showing input voltage and current. 

Fig. 15. Simulation results for 800 Hz input voltage and 

k=10 showing FFT for the input current. (THD = 7%) 

Fig. 16. Simulation results for 800 Hz input voltage and k=1 

showing input voltage and current. 
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Fig.17. Simulation results for 400 Hz input voltage 

showing input voltage and current for K=0.5

 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper a simple control strategy for single phase 

active filter y has been proposed.  The system could be 

used in MEA to feed DC load from variable input source 

frequency.  

The proposed active filter injects series voltage 

proportional to the sum of the harmonicand reactive 

current drawn by the nonlinear load. The simulation gave 

very encouraging results and shows that when the 

compensation ratio is low, high distortion appears on the 

input current and the power factor is not unity 

Furthermore, this paper presents the definition and 

calculation of active and reactive power and power factor 

for sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal sourses.  
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